Austrian Software changes
the worldwide conference scene
LINEAPP CAST is the must-have tool for venues and conferences. For the
first time ever, audio can be streamed directly from the pocket into the ear.
What is it?
LINEAPP CAST – worldwide first live audio
streaming in realtime directly onto mobile
devices by using just existing WiFi structures
and a desktop computer.
The software is the cost-effective solution for
audio streaming and live translations and gives
perfect support for hearing-impaired people.
The best thing about it? CAST can be used
completely offline – multiple streams are possible
within the same network, even in different
languages, as far as WiFi signal can be reached.
How does it work?
LINEAPP CAST receiver application is free of
charge and can be downloaded on the iOS and
Android App Stores. The desktop computer
(transmitter) needs to install LINEAPP CAST
software, which works on MacOS and Windows
PCs, and will directly be linked to the audio system
of the venue. After the listener’s device gets
connected with the WIFI, all available streams will
pop-up and can be selected by just one click.
Why do I need that?
What could be more pleasant than being able
to walk around at the venue, having a cup of
tea or coffee, while listening to the keynote in
any language, I want? CAST is the answer of
these questions, raised by many venues and
organizers in the past. Don’t let visitors miss
a thing at your event. No more renting of
expensive hearing induction loops, audio
streaming systems or infrared translation tools –
CAST is the most innovative conference gadget
of tomorrow – by bringing your own device!

For test licenses or further information
contact us:
LINEAPP GmbH
Mariahilfer Strasse 101/1/21, 1060 Vienna, Austria
office@lineapp.pro
http://www.lineapp.pro
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